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Based on the sci-fi short story by Philip K. Dick, The Great C is a cinematic narrative set in the aftermath of an apocalyptic
event. Featuring a thrilling storyline, stunning environments and a powerful soundtrack, the viewer is transported to a desolate

landscape in which the remnants of humanity are ruled by an all-powerful supercomputer known as the Great C. Each year, the
nearby village is forced to send a young person on a pilgrimage to appease the mysterious machine, a journey from which no

one ever returns.

The Great C follows Clare, a young woman who finds her life upended when her fiancé is summoned for this year’s pilgrimage.
Leaving the safe confines of her village, Clare must decide whether to accept the rules of her harsh society or fight against the

oppressive powers that created it.

The Great C is a sweeping 30+ minute experience, developed from the ground up to push the boundaries of storytelling in VR.

Official selection of the Venice Film Festival.
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Title: The Great C
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Secret Location Inc.
Publisher:
Secret Location Inc.
Release Date: 8 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10 or newer

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / Ryzen 5 1600 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 / AMD Radeon R9 290 or greater

Storage: 25 GB available space

English
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Clandestinity of Elsie is a unique rpgmaker horror game. It\u2019s got a good creepy atmosphere, and good story, and combat
was ok. And even those it was short game it felt bigger when playing. Now for not really the bad but could have made better.
One more monsters in the game, there are only four tips of monsters, why\u2019ll the ones we got were somewhat unique, just
could have used more. Then there are no bosses in the game, I don\u2019t know with story you could have had very unique
bosses. You all so only have one weapon in the whole game, and sometimes the game can feel a bit unfair with how the
monsters can come out of no were and get you. The game all so hold\u2019s your hand by showing you what you can interact
with and the game is short. But with that being said the game is still a good and scary rpgmaker horror game and I would
recommended it if you like monsters, creepy atmosphere, a good story, and rpgmaker horror games. This is the game for you..
VEEERRRYYYY simple sudoku game, as you can see in the store screenshots. Is it worth AU$1.50... naaaaaahhhhhhhh. It's
kind of boring.
Eventhough the controls are very simple, it doesn't really go hand in hand with what you want it to do which causes me to die
plenty of times in the game, which i do not enjoy.
It's got it's sense of humor but for gameplay, I wouldn't recommend it at all for anybody. Unless you want to play it very casually
and just for kicks, then maybe you would consider it for such a cheap price.. Pros
- Multiplayer is fun

Cons
- Long, tedious and insufferable single player campaign
- Too long loading screens in single player campaign
- This two achievements:
  -- Get to level 100
  -- Defeat 'Bin' in multiplayer .... (who the f\u2665ck is Bin!). best indie game this year!. If you want a harder fortrix, thats the
way you could go

This game is way less fanservicey than the other ones audiovise
Its also casual and fun once you are totaly bored and have nothing to do

7 carddrops - since they are anime arround 13-17ct each.. thats most of the buyprice on the current sale
Couldnt rly complain about that

Pro:
- Easy achievements
- Being able to lower difficulty to a babymode every small child could beat (kappa)
- Simply casual game
- steep difficulty
- "fanservice" for those that rly wanna have this its a plus
- cheap
- Many carddrops and no cheap ones either
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- Music is quite okay

Con:
- 1,5-2hrs playtime if you rush
- No real replayability (mahjong\/poker at least had)
- The backgrounds often make barely any sense.. walking arround in a bikini at a tanabata event... rly?

75\/100 pretty solid overall
Price is okay for what you can get
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Not even at $0,57 can I recommend this game to anyone :P. My expectatoins were low but this game is a total waste of time.
Basically you walk slowly(or extra slowly if you hold shift) through pretty repetitive and uninteresting rooms for 90% of the
game occasionally solving simple\/tedious find all the switches style puzzles. There are two segments during which you are
forced to run which are somewhat tense but the rest of the time you are just walking slowly with the occasional loud noise scare
popping up. While you are trying to enjoy your walking simulator you recieve the story in a pretty monotone narration that is
very vague\/nonsensical at times. I was really expecting this to be a Dear Esther clone, but it doesn't even deserve to be
compared to that game.

One of the main issues I have with this game is the immersion. In a game like this atmosphere is everything and a big part of
that is being in control and experiencing everythging first hand. However repeatedly the game takes control of the camera and
completely breaks the mood. The best example of this is the cage scene in the trailer featured on the store page(that scene which
appeared to be interactive was half the reason i bought the game), That whole segment is a cutscene though you have no control
whatsoever on the cage comes down even though the trailer makes it appear that way. It also doesn't help that there are a mind
numbingly large amount of dead ends \/ repetitive empty rooms that you have to go through. There is also a surprisingly small
amount of detail given to each are sure there were a couple of areas which appeared interesting but for the most part the
enviornment was very bland.

Finally the cherry on the pie is the game is a whole 40 minutes to an hour long. I came in at 60 minutes on the dot and that was
after dying repeatedly and having the game crash to desktop 30 minutes in. It also ends rather abruptly with a cliffhanger that
will lead into part 2 if it is ever made.. This game has a truly powerful engine for building levels! Once the community gets
strong, endless bullet patterns for everyone!. Funny game.
You can earn achievements.
And you can get trading cards.. UPDATE: The developer, Kris, has been very active on the forums. He's taken all the feedback
we've given and in a short month, been able to add multiple features such as a tournament settings mode, a live mutliplayer
mode (not async-only anymore), live chat, campaign changes etc. There's more in the patch. Very surprised at the level of
dedication and involvement from the developer. Check out the game!

Interesting tactical game. The gameplay mechanics and unit classes are very fun. There is a singleplayer campaign, but I bought
it mainly for the multiplayer, because there are several game modes (1v1, 3-player 1v1v1 and even 4-players versus each other,
with 20+ maps). Downside is that it is asynchronous unless your opponents are present and playing automatically. Developer has
shown interest in improving and making quicker games, hope they add a live game mode option (or shorter time-to-take-turn).
Nice little game to pass time. I would reccommend if: 1) you dont mind asynchronous game, 2) you enjoy and support tactical
turn-based games. I mainly bought it bc I support this genre and these turn-based pvp games come too few and far between.

With that said, I am not sure how big the multiplayer base will be, and it is a one-man-developer team so there are some
inevitable limitations that come with that. There are several updates planned to be released, so definitely a game to look out for.
If you're buying for multiplayer, I'd recommend waiting to see how the MP updates turn out.. Bees_1 and put it behind you, that
is the reason you bought this game.. Sprint Shoot Jump Dodge Shoot Sprint Shoot Shoot Shoot Sprint Lose
Sprint Shoot Jump Dodge Shoot Sprint Shoot Shoot Shoot Sprint Lose
Sprint Shoot Jump Dodge Shoot Sprint Shoot Shoot Shoot Sprint Lose
Sprint Shoot Jump Dodge Shoot Sprint Shoot Shoot Shoot Sprint Lose
Sprint Shoot Jump Dodge Shoot Sprint Shoot Shoot Shoot Sprint Lose
Sprint Shoot Jump Dodge Shoot Sprint Shoot Shoot Shoot Sprint Win. Really cool soundtrack and a total bargain for this price.
Need more like this!. teased so many modding options. for starters, the cover car isnt even in the game. second, theres no
spoilers for cars in the game at all. even with all dlc. i suppose what it did add is pretty ok... something like the sporty package
version of the vanilla cars. but still little to no custom options and very very limited tuning.

We're Holding Another Technical Playtest on August 14:
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Hello inmates,

Following the great feedback we received from you about our last Technical Playtest, we're once again opening up a work-in-
progress version of the upcoming patch for you to try out! As you know if you've checked out our content update schedule,
[www.scavengers.ca] the August patch will contain a quest system, new map Tile, new Tool, and more.

Don't forget that the features you'll see in the Playtest are still in development, so you may experience small issues.

What exactly am I testing?. UploadVR Gives The Gallery 9/10:
Terrific review from UploadVR!

 "One of the most immersive and polished VR experiences available for any platform."--UploadVR http://uploadvr.com/the-
gallery-call-of-the-starseed-review-unravel-the-mystery/. At the Center of All Infinity:
The conquest of space was one of the main human achievements of the 20th century. In 1957, the first satellite named "Sputnik
1" has been placed into orbit. Four years later, Yuri Gagarin has performed the first human space flight on "Vostok 1" ship. This
game is dedicated to the first space explorers[tabletopia.com] — i.e. all the outstanding people who have made spacefaring
possible!
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Space Explorers[tabletopia.com]. Sale: Legacy Packs:

There were a lot of costumes and cosmetics to show off – but for a limited time! Do you want that one thing that you missed?
Now’s your chance!

From March 21 to April 4, you have an awesome chance to grab yourself one of our Legacy Packs on myLoot[loot.my.com]!
Available for a limited time only, we have something for everyone at a sweet discount:

  Pantheon's Triumph Pack

  Goliath Triumph Pack

  Otherwordly Style Pack

  Reaper Hunter Pack

These deals are too good to pass up, so don’t miss them out!
. God of war | 16.01 - 22.01:
Soldiers,
have you heard of the "God of war"? It's our new weekly event! This time your performance will determine how skilled you
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really are.
Defeat your opponents in pure PvP matches and claim your reward!
The event will be available starting from now until the 22th of January at 11:59 PM (CET)

Your Skill Special Force 2 Team. Dev Blog #156 - Let's hear it!:

We continue teasing you about the forthcoming update, but for a change we also present a little treat for your ears. Find out
what it is and what everyone's been working on this week:

Community
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